Spring 1 Homework (Y5)
Activity

Project
12 February
th

Basic skills –
Calculations
Ongoing

Basic Skills – FDP
22nd January

Basic Skills – nonnegotiable spellings/or
a spelling rule
Occasional tests throughout the half
term / learnt spellings to be seen spelt
correctly in written work

Design a new medicine/healing potion and use
ingredients in your home to mix them together.
Measure accurately and write a list and accurate
measurements. E.G. 100ml Washing up liquid, 50ml
Shampoo…
Write a description of what your medicine does to
help your body and what illness it can help!

Met – Can you use a range of technology and the
internet as a research tool?
Embedded - Can you confidently use a range of
technology and the internet as a research tool and
reference information sources?

Continue learning up to 12 x 12, and the
related division facts.
Multiply whole numbers and decimal numbers
by 10, 100 and 1000.
Design your own Maths game for Fractions,
Decimals and %. This game will then be played
with your peers. It could be a card game, a
board game – you decide!
Topic spellings:
Circulatory
Medicine
Heart
Vessels
Exercise
Pulse
Transports
Capillary
Artery
Vein
Weekly spellings to follow.

Reading Challenge
22nd January

must/should/could
Emerging – Can you confidently use the internet as a
research tool?

1. Choose a text about medicine/medical research
(Can use Galen, Pasteur and Fleming) Write a short
report on the information you have found out in a
way of your choice
2. Create 5 reading comprehension question for a
friend for your chosen text.

Be able to write a definition of each
word and put it into a sentence.

Parent comment

(Has your child enjoyed the

work? How independent have
they been? What further
learning might they benefit
from? Anything else you would
like us to know Etc)

Teacher comment

